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Illusive Scope of Universal Quantifiers· 

Danny Fox and Uti Sauerland 

Massachusetts Institute of Technology 

It is widely beheved that existential quantifiers can bnng about the scmanuc effects 
of a scope which is wtder than their actual syntactic scope (See Fodor & Sag ( 1 982). Cresu 
( 1 995), Kratzer ( 1 995), Reinhart ( 1 995) and Winter ( 1995), among many others ) On the 
other hand, tt ts assumed that the syntacuc scope of untversal quantifiers can be determined 
unequivocally by the semantics. This paper shows that this second assumption is wrong: 
universal quantifiers can also bring about scope tllusions. though in a very specific 
environment. In parttcular, we argue that in the environment of generic tense, universal 
quantifiers can show the semantic effects of a scope which is wider than the one that tS 
actually realized at LF Our argument has four steps. First, we show that in generic 
contexts, universal quanufiers escape standard "scope-islands" (Sectton I )  Second. we 
show how the effects of wide scope in genenc contexts can be achieved without syntacuc 
wide scope (Section 2. I ). Third, we show that this result is actually forced on us, once we 
Lake seriously certain independent issues concerning the mterpretatton of genenc tense 
�Sections 2.2 - 2.4) Finally, the semanttcs of genenc tense and, m particular, its 
mteractton with focus, will yield some mtncate new predtctions, whtch, as we show, are 
borne out (SectiOns 3 - 5). 

1 .  Unexpected Wide Scope 

Universal quantifiers are very restricted tn theu capactty to Lake wide scope. In 
certatn environments, the scope of untversal quantifiers ts clause-bound In other 
environments, u ts ngtdly determmed by the posiuon of quanufiers at Surface Structure. � 
thts secuon, we will see that both restrictions seem to be obvtated m the context of genenc 
tense. 

•spec1al thanks are due to Kai von Fintel and Irene Heim We would also hlce to thank Judy Baek, 
Elizabeth Lauren�ot, Dav1d McKay, Barbara Panee. Onn Percus, Dav1d Pesetslcy, Satoshl Tom10ka. and 
Ayum1 Ueyama The preparation of this paper was supported by an HSP IUAUFE Grant awarded by the 
German Academ1c Exchange serv1ce (DAAD) to Uh Sauerland and by the Reseach Tnunmg Grant 

"Language AcquiSitiOn and Computation" awarded by the NSF to MIT (DIR 91 13607). 
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(4} 

1 .3. 

ILLUSIVE SCOPE OF UNIVERSAL QUANTIFIERS 73 

a. In general, I give [a toumth [every lcaOet)�t. (3 >'TI, 'T/>3) 
b In this restaurant, the wa1tcr serves [a forcigncr)3 [every meal)11.(3 >'TI, 'T/>3) 

V P-EIIipsis 

Ceruun VP-ellipsis constructions bring ahout scope ngidity. In sentences mvolving 
coord10at1on, the scope relation in the f1rst conjunct is fixed (determined by Surface 
Structure c-command}, 1f the subject in  the second conjunct is a proper name (Sag ( 1 976), 
Wllhams ( 1977}: see Fox ( 1995}, for a precise charactema.tion of the conditions for scope 
rigidity in ellipsis constructions}. This is exemplified by the sentences m (5). 

(5} a [One boy)3 admires [every teacher]�t. and Mary does, too (3 >'TI, •'T/>3) 
b At five o'clock, [a second year studcnt)3 talked to [every incoming studcnt)11, 

and at seven o'clock, Wayne d1d (3 >'TI, •'T/>3) 

Once again, the restnct10n seems to be obviated in generic contexts, as we see by 
the sentences in (6}. Take (6a}, noted by Fiengo & May ( 1994:230). In this sentence, the 
guides can vary with the tours, an observation which might indicate that the universal 
quantifier in object pos1Uon can have wide scope with respect to the eJUstenual subject. 

(6} a. [A guide]3 accompanies [every tour to the Eiffel Tower)�t. and Jeanne does, 
too (3 > 'T/. 'T/>3) 

b At MIT. [a second year student)3 talks to [every incoming student]v and, 
Wayne does, too. (3 >'TI. 'T/>3) 

1 . 4 .  Rigid Scope Languages 

In certaJn languages, scope IS ng1d m most constructions. In Japanese and Korean, 
for example. the Surface Structure c-command relauons of non-scrambled sentence� 
determine the scope relauons 10 a ng1d way (Kuno ( 1 973}, Hoji ( 1985): for related 1ssues. 
see Aoun and Ll ( 1993)). This is exemplified by the sentences in (7) In (7a). from 
Japanese, the children can't vary with the doors, and in (8a}. from Korean. the grad
students can't  vary w1th the freshmen. 

(7) a. Ima, [h1ton-no kodomo-ga]3 [subete-no doa-o]v tataJteiru. (Japanese) 
Now, oneoEN childNoM alJGEN door(S}ACC IS knocking 
'Right now, one child is knocking on all doors.' (3 >'TI. •'T/>3) 

b ece pall-ese, [tehakwansa�-i)3 (motin s1mpse�-il]v manassta (Korean) 
Yesterday party-at grad-studentNoM every freshman Ace met 
'Yesterday at the party, a grad-student met every freshman.· (3 >'TI, •'T/>3) 

Here again, the effects of the restncuon seem to d1sappear 10 generic contexts Thus 
in (8a), the children are allowed to vary with the doors. and in (8b), the grad-students can 
vary with the freshmen. 

3
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ILLUSIVE SCOPE OF UNIVERSAL QUANTIFIERS 75 

( 10) In general, I give [a tourist)3 [every leaflct)�t. (3 >'V, 'V>3) 

Let us start with the observation that ( 10), hkc any generic sentence, describes a 
general tendency. Intuitively spcak10g, it as�crt..\ that whenever we look at certam relevant 
portions of the world, we tend to see that they have a certain property. Suppo�e that \Cope 
is rigid in ( I  0), just as it is in (9). Under this assumption, ( I 0) asserts that whenever we 
look at the relevant portions of the world. we tend to find a tourist who gets all of the 
leaflets. Suppose ( P I )  is a relevant portion of the world. In th1s portion of the world, we 
can't find a tourist who gets all of the leaflel'i. Hence, ( 1  0) cannot serve as a general 
description of situation.c; such as ( P I ). 

Suppose, however. that (P I ) i� not a relevant portion of the world. Suppose that 
the relevant port1ons of the world are those depicted by the five separate pictures in (P2). In 
other words, suppose that whenever we want to see if ( 10) is true, we d1vide b1g portions 
of the world. such as those dep1ctcd in (PI), into their little components in (P2) What will 
the status of ( 10) be? In each of the pictures in (P2), there is a tourist who gets the one and 
only leaflet in the picture. Hence. in each one of these pictures. there is a tounst who gets 
all of the leaflets. ( I  0) can, thus, be true as a general description of situations such as those 
in (P I ). 

(P2) 

So, we have a way of thinking about the semanucs of genenc tense from wh1ch it 
follows that this tense should bring about scope illusiOnS. We get the 1llus10n that a 
umversal quantifier has w1de scope relauve to an ex1stent1al quanttfier because the genenc 
operator allows the ex1stenual to pick out a different individual in each relevant portion of 
the world In the case of ( 10), the tounsts don't vary with the leaflets. They vary with the 
pictures (in (P2)), but m each picture there is no vanance. What remarns to be shown IS that 
our way of thmking about the semanucs of genenc tense is, in fact, correct In other 
words, we have to show that genenc tense allows us to break up the world mto small 
pictures, and that the relevant pictures for sentences such as ( 10) could be those in (P2). 

2 .  2 .  Why Many Pictures? Quantificational Semantics for Generics 

The claim that 10 assessing the truth of a genenc sentence we break the world 10to 
small ptctures IS in no way novel. In fact, it is the standard clatm in a long trad1Uon that 
analyzes generic tense as an operator that quanufies over situauons (see Carlson & Pelleuer 
( 1 995) and references therein) Situations are sub-components of the world, httle spauo
temporal parts, JUSt as those depicted in our p1ctures m (P2). A genenc sentence. such as 
that 10 ( 1 1  ), quantifies over such situations In the case of ( l l  ). the quanttf1cauon IS 
universal. The assertion (as we see by the paraphrase m ( I I  b)) is that m every one of the 
suuauons, John smokes a cigar 

( 1 1 )  a .  John always smokes a cigar. . 
b .  Every (relevant) situation s is a situauon in whtch John smokes a ctgar. 

What is the motivation for assuming this semanucs? In other words, what are the 
�easo�s for believing that the evaluation of generic sentences mvolves breakmg the world 
mto httle pictures? Unfortunately, we don't have room to go over all the reasons (see 5
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ILLUSIVE SCOPE OF UNIVERSAL QUANTIFIERS 77 

( 14) from Kriflca ( 1995). In ( 14a). focu� is on the object of the prcpo\ition. In ( 14b), focus 
in on the subject of the 5entcnce.11 

( 14) a. Planes dtsappear in the BERMUDA TRIANGLE. 
b .  PLANES disappear in the Bermuda Triangle. 

The two sentences differ in their meaning�. ( 14a) asserts that in every case in whtch 
planes disappear someplace, it turns out that this place is the Bermuda Triangle. ( 1 4b). 
a.�serts that m every case in which something disappears in the Bermuda Tnangle. it turns 
out that this thing is a plane. The situation-semanttc paraphrases of these asserttons are 
given in ( 1 5). 

( 1 5) a. Every situauon s. such that 
Is a sttuauoru. in which 

b. Every Sttuation s. such that 
Is a situation in which 

[a plane disappears somewhere m siRF.sTRtc:ToR 
[a plane disappears in the 8-TJ�Tcu,rs 
[something dtsappenr� m the 8-T m s)RESnuCToR 
[a  plane disappears in the 8-TINLTLErs 

How do we account for these focus effects? Thts question has been a topic of much 
debate. For presentational purposes. we can adopt the system developed in Rooth ( 1985). 
In this system. every clause has a focus value, which includes all alternative assertions to 
the one actually made by the clause: 

( 16) For every clause C. the focus value F(C) of C is the set of the semantic values of 
the alternauves to C, where alternatives to C are denved by replacing the focused 
constituents of C wtth their alternatives (Rooth 1985) 

Focus values affect focus sensitive quantifiers by ent.enng into the determination of 
the restrictor. The baste tdea is that the elements that are quantified over are restricted to 
those which are vtable alternatives to the proposition that is asserted. To see how that 
would affect genenc quanttfication. consider the focus values of the sentences in ( 14) 
presented in ( 17). 

( 1 7) a. F(( 14a)) = { P 3x (P = [Planes disappear in xJD} 
h.  F((l4b)) = (P 3x (P = llx dtsappear m the Bermuda triangleiJ)) 

In order to get the correct mterpretauon of the sentences in ( 14), we suggest. in the 
spirit of Rooth ( 1985), among others, that the domain of generic quantification (the set of 
relevant situations) is restricted to situauons which satisfy an element in the focus value: 

( 1 8) IIGenerallyll C is true tff (almost) every sttuauon s. such that s satisfies a sentence 
in F(C), sattsfies C. 

2 .  4 .  Explaining Scope Illusions 

Consider again the sentence tn ( 10), and the pictures m (PI)  and (P2) rep�ated 
below. In secuon 2. 1  we've shown that tf we assume that situattons such as those deptcted 
in (P2) are the only ones relevant for the evaluation of ( 10) (if (PI )  is irrelevant)! the 
tlluston of wide scope for the universal quanttfier would follow. Now we are tn a postUon 
to show that this assumption follows from the independently needed semanucs for 
generics. 

8We use capital letters to indicate focal stress. For a dtscussion of the way in which focal �ttes.s determines 

semantic focus, see Selkirk (1995). 7
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( 10) In general, I give [a touristh [every leaflet)\�. 

( P I )  The situation doc..�n't satisfy the restrictor of the generic quantifier. 

��� � � �� � [§ ��I 
(P2) The situations all satisfy the rcstrictor of the generic quantifier. 

� [M � �� 
To derive the interpretation of ( 10), we have to know what the focus value of this 

sentence ts. Suppose that focus is placed on the extstenual quantifier as in ( 19a). The 
generic quantifier w1ll he restricted to situations in which there ts $Omeone to whom I give 
every leafleL. as we can sec in the paraphrase in ( 19b).9 

( 1 9) a. In geneml, I give [A TOURIST]3 [every lcaflet)\f. 
b. Every suuatwn s. such that (I g1ve someone every tea net 10 siRESTRJCTOII. 

1:. a SltuatJon 10 which ( I  g1vc 11 tourist every leanetlsta F.t s 10 
The .situations in (P2) are situations in which there is someone who get.s every 

leaflet, hence they satisfy the restrictor of ( 19). The situation in ( P I )  does not. This 
prov1des the mtssing part m our explanation of scope illusions. As the reader can verify, 
the explanation cames over to all the ca.ses in Section I .  However, the cxplanallon wa.' 
gtven only for cases in which focus is placed on the existential quantifier (see note 4). In 
Section 3.3, we wtll see what happens when focus b shifted to other constituents. 

3 .  New Predictions 

Three elemenb of our account of scope illusion'> make new prediction�. Fir�t. on 
our account, every could have illusive scope in generic environments because Jt could be 
triv1alu.cd-iL'i domain could be restricted to just one tndivtdual I I  However, there are 
quanufters that don't allow this tnviaht.ation. We expect that such quantifiers will not have 
11lusive scope. Second, we clatm that the origin of the quantificatwnal force in ca es of 
11lus1vc scope is not ever). but the genenc tense. Since generic quanttficauon tolerates 
exceptions, we predict that every in the cope of generic tense will seemingly tolerate 
except1ons. Thtrd, our account makes use of the role focus plays for the semantic partition 
1nto re.strictor and nuclear scope Hence, we expect that the placement of focus mtght affect 

9Gtvcn the restncuon on scope, the sentences 1n the RESTRICTOR and the NUCLEUS should be 
understood w1th the e:tustcnual havmg w1dc scope over the umversal 
IOJne domain of nrrv ts underMOOll to t'IC rcstncted hy a sttuauon vanal'llc wh1ch 1s bound by the genenc 
operator The slluauon vanahle t\ s1mtlar to the world·umc var1ahlc proposed tn work hy Hetm C 1 99 1 )  and 
En� ( I  986). 
1 1  In picture (P2), the posMhle lltvtalllallon of tl'tr) 1s Illustrated E\'cry fi.mall snuat10n tn (P2) contains 
only one tounst and one lcanet, bul the nuclear scope I gnoe a tourw rvrry kaflrt ts ncvenhelcss true. It 1 
true because t'ltr)' ltafln 1s restncted to the •mglc leanet contamed an the sttuauon Only because UU• 
tnvtaltnuon " allowed doc tllustvc \A-Ide scope )'leld an tntcrpretauon equivalent to that of true wtde 
scope 8
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ILLUSIVE SCOPE OF UNIVERSAL QUANTIFIERS 7lJ 

the availability of 1llusive scope of e�·uy. In the followmg three sectiom, we will try to 
show that each ol the three prcd1ctwns 1s indeed home out 

3. I .  Different Quantifiers 

The first prcdu.:uon 1s that quanufier� whiCh cannot be triv1alitcd will not �how 
illusive wide scope Such quantifiers arc those that require a plurality of individuals in the1r 
domain. e.g. many In th1s �ub-section we will show that the prediCtiOn • ., home out; even 
in generic contexL\, quantifiers such as man) cannot show the semantic effecL� of a scope 
wh.ich is wider than their actual !>yntactic scope. 

Compare the sentences 1n (20). In (20a = (2a)), as we have seen, the genenc 
context allows the embedded quantifier evef) tour to the Lou\'re to �how the semantic 
effecL'> of wide scope. despite the intervening dau<;e boundary. In (20b), we see that the 
embedded quantifier mam rourJ to the Louvre cannot show the semantic effccL\ of wide 
scope. despite the genenc tense (20b) cannot be true in a situation such as that dep1cted in 
(P3) where there is a different gu1de for each of the relevant tours. If we could get the 
semantiC effects of w1de scope for the embedded quantifier, the !>entence would be true in a 
situation such as (P3). as we can see by lookmg at sentences such as (2 1 )  where the lack of 
a clause boundary makes inverse scope possible. 

(20) a. In general. [a gu1de]3ensures (cp that [every tour to the Louvre)v is fun.) 
b. In general. (a gu1de]3ensures (cp that [many tours to the Louvre)M are fun.) 

(P3) 

(2 1 )  (A gUtde]3 accompan1es [many tours)M 

To see m greater detail that this 1s in fact our prediction, consider the tnterpretatio'l 
that our semanucs would g1ve for the sentence 1n (20b). Suppose (without loss of 
generality) that focus IS placed on the existential quantifier The interpretation of (20b) 
would be the same as that of the paraphrase tn (22) (22) is not appropriate for (P3) 
because there is no way of brealung (P3) toto smaller situations such that in each of the 
smaller situations a guide accompames many tours (20b) is tnterpreted by the same 
procedure that (20a) is, but g1ven the semantic properties of many, the illusiOn of wide 
scope doesn't come abouL 

(22) Every sttuauon s, such that 

is a situation m whtch 

[someone makes sure that many tours to the 
Louvre arc eO)Oyab)e 10 S)RESTiliCTOR• [a gwde makes sure that many tours to the 
Louvre are enJoyable.)Nl.:CLEl'S 

The fact that quantifiers such as many do not show scope Illusions prov1des strong 
support for our account. In particular, n rules out conceivable alternatives which would 
attempt to relax scope restnctions tn genenc contexts. As far as we can see, a d1fference 
between quantifiers such as every and many would be totally unexpected under such 
alternatives. 

9
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ILLUSIVE SCOPE OF UNIVERSAL QUANTIFIERS R l  

To show that this pauem of judgments is predicted hy our account, let u� take a 
closer look at the rc!>Lrictors of the genenc quanllfters whtch result from the focus 
placements tn (26a) and (26b). The paraphr.1se for (26a) is given in (27). The rcsuicuon is 
to situallons tn which Kai asstgns \Omconc every problem. This will only admit the 
situations conta.tningjust one student and one problem \hown in (P5). In these situatiom, ll 
i!> also LrUe that Ka.t assigns a student every problem. Hence, (26a) can be LrUe. 

(27) Every situation s. s.t. 
is a situation where 

[ Kat asstgns someone every problem in s]RbSlRWTOR 
[Kat asstgns a student every problem.],t a F.t:s 

(P5) 

If tvtrv is focused. as in the first answer in (26b). the paraphrase is the one given 
in (28). The restnctton tS to situations where Kai assigns a student some proportion of the 
problems m that SituatiOn Thts restnctor admits all situations which contain a student and 
any number of problems. among others the situations shown in (P6). But, in most of the 
situattons that sattsfy the restrictor tn (28), the nuclear scope is false---there is no single 
student who tS assigned all the problems. Hence the sentence (26b) is false. For the same 
reasons. tllustve scope will dtsappear where evtry probltm focused. 

(28) 

(P6) 

Every situauon s. s. t. [Kat asstgns a student some proportion of the 
problems m s]RESTRJCTOR· ts a sttuauon where [ Kat ass1gns a student every problem lNt'a.Et'S 

� lA� ��� ��§ �ril 
�� � ��  �� ��� �  

Its sensttlVlty to focus differentiates illus1ve scope from LrUe wtde scope. The latter 
IS posstble for focused tvery This ts shown by the contrast in (29) In (29a). LrUe wide 
scope is possible for every problem: the sentence can be LrUe tn a suuation where each 
student is holdmg a different problem. In (26b), however, the ditranstuve doesn't allow 
LrUe wide scope. Since tllusive scope for the focused ever}· problem is not available for the 
reasons JUSt dtscussed, (26b) must be false m a situation where each student 1s asstgned a 
different problem. 

(29) a. I don't know what exactly each student ts holdtng but I'm sure that SOME 
student IS holdmg EVERY PROBLEM THAT WAS ASSIGNED 

b # I don't know what exactly each student is holdtng, but I'm sure that m 
general, I assign SOME student EVERY PROBLEM IN THE BOOK 

In Sections 3. I to 3.3, we showed that our account of tllus1ve scope makes three 
new emptrical predictions, which are all borne out by the data. In the followtng secuon, we 
will show that our account, specifically the analysts presented tn 3 .3, also has wtder 
theoreucal relevance for the fonnulation of situation semantics 11
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ILLUSIVE SCOPE OF UNIVERSAL QUANTIFIERS 1!3 

his advisor doesn' t  c-command the pronoun hun. Instead. the tllusion of btnding art\es 
from the bindtng relations in ( 3 1  b). where the pronouns ts undcr\tood as a definite 
description (an E-typc pronoun). 

(31)  a. Every student2 who likes [his2 advt�orh .\ends him t a Chnstmas card. 
b. Every student2 who likes [his2 advisorl t sends his2 advisor a Chnstmas card. 

In general when an NP n doesn't c-command a pronoun p. binding is impossible. 
Nevertheless. a bmding tllus10n is poSSible if there is an operator. 0. which c-commands 
both n and p. and if there is a defuute descnption that can pick the same value that n ptck.s 
for each element that 0 quanufies over. We propose that generic tense can serve as the 
necessary operator In d01ng so. it can bring about bmding illusions which are exactly 
parallel to the scope Illusions we discuss m Section I .  Consider the contrasts in (32-33 ), 
pointed out to us by Davtd Pesetsky D In the (a) examples. we see that syntactic binding of 
a pronoun in the subject is not possible for a universal quantifier inside the verb phrase 
This grammatical restriction is called the prohibition against weak crossover (WCO). The 
(b)-examples show that in generic sentences the markedness effect of WCO doesn 't seem 
to anse. 

(32) a. 1'Last year. her1 thests year was the hardest for every student1. 
b. Her1 thests year is the hardest for every studentt . 

(33) a. nAt the begmnmg of the dance last mght, his1 wife stood behind every man1. 
b. Some people think that hts1 wife stands behind every great man • .  

As tn the case of scope illusions, two different explanations for the above contrasts 
are possible. One poss1b1hty 1s that the prohibitiOn against WCO doesn't apply m generic 
sentences. The second possibility is that, in generic sentences. the effect of binding is an 
illusiOn. The second possibility is preferable, because it fits naturally into the semantics of 
generics and because it doesn't require a complication in the formulation of the prohibition 
against WCO. 

We propose that, in the (b) examples, the pronoun is an E-type pronoun. That is to 
say. the pronoun is understood as a definite description dependent on the situation that the 
generic tense quantifies over The bindtng relations we would amve at for (32b) are 
indicated m (34) 

(34) For every relevant situation s, (the student in s)ber's thests year IS the hardest for 
every student in s. 

As the reader can verify, the illusion of bindtng 1s poss1ble only if the relevant 
situations each contain a single student (similar to the pictures tn (P2)) G1ven that focus 
enters into the determination of the relevant situations, we predtct focus to interact w1th 
binding illusions along the lines of the interaction with scope illustons we have seen in 
Section 3.3. This is indeed the case, as shown by the examples in (35) In (35a) with focus 
on the subject, generic tense obviates the effect of the weak crossover configuration. (35b}, 
which has focus on the universal quantifier, is odd. 

(35) a. In general. HIS THESIS YEAR is the hardest for every student 
b .  In general, his thesis year is the hardest for EVERY STUDENT 

1 3Contruts of this sort were noted for 1mplic11 vanables in Partee ( 1989: fn. 10). who attributes the 
observation to Z1-Q!ang Sh1. Partee suggests an account of these bmding illusions wh1ch IS very s1milar to 
ours. 13
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